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Luxury and comfort with an eye for details! A perfect picture to spend your vacation. This holiday home has been
newly realized in a former barn in Zeeland. The house has its own special character. Old roof trusses, robust wooden
staircases and wall doors that adorn the entrance and ensure an industrial and stylish style. The luxury open kitchen
lacks nothing. Oven, dishwasher, microwave are of course present. The living room offers plenty of space and gives
access to the terrace through the French doors. There is a fully equipped bathroom with sun shower and bath on the
ground floor. On the first floor are 2x 2-person bedrooms. There is a separate toilet. Via a split level you can reach the
2nd floor where the master bedroom is, with a bathroom en-suite with shower and sink, and a double room with
single beds. The garden is spacious and nicely separated with a large private terrace. There is ample parking, behind
the afforestation. Wifi is available free of charge joy and there is chromecast available so you can watch your own
netflix, youtube etc. A Green Egg BBQ is available free of charge (including coal, on request upon arrival).

About this property

The family house is located one kilometer from Vrouwenpolder and in the middle of the polder. How nice is it to
wake up and start the day from the terrace and enjoy a panoramic view over the meadows? The second terrace
provides wonderful shelter you can enjoy in the afternoon and evening sun. This house can be combined with
Lepelstraat 18A, t&#39; Blauwtje,for creating a large holiday home for 15 people. There is a shared washing machine
and dryer you can use. There is a charging station for electric cars. The use is free of charge. Youth under 25 years are
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not allowed.

Surroundings
 
Vrouwenpolder is a cozy family seaside resort on the beach. Vrouwenpolder borders two beautiful natural areas
between Domburg and Vrouwenpolder: the Manteling (740 ha), a wide strip of land with dunes and forests and the
Oranjezon dune area (400 ha), with country houses and the impressive Westhove Castle. The Reddingsbrigade with
a first aid post is present from May to September, and of the inner well-being is also thought by the presence of a
bakery, a supermarket, ice cream parlor, various lifestyle shops, various beach pavilions and restaurants.
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